We show that, for a simplicial complex, the supported cap product operation on BorelMoore homology coincides with the supported cap product on simplicial homology. For this purpose we introduce the supported cap product for locally finite singular homology, and compare the cap product on the three homology theories.
In this paper we shall compare the supported cap product operations on the Borel-Moore homology, locally finite singular homology, and locally finite simplicial homology. We verify that they agree via the canonical identifications of the three homology theories.
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and denote by H˚pXq " H˚pX; Zq its BorelMoore homology with Z-coefficients. For Z Ă X closed, the supported cap product for the Borel-Moore homology is a map H m pXq b H p Z pXq Ñ H m´p pZq defined via sheaf theory. When X is equipped with a (sufficiently fine) triangulation such that Z is a subcomplex, let H simp pXq denote the locally finite simplicial homology of X. The supported cap product for locally finite simplicial homology, H simp m pXq b H p Z pXq Ñ H simp m´p pZq is induced from the chain level map given by an "Alexander-Whitney" type formula.
In order to compare the two cap product operations, we will produce the supported cap product map on locally finite singular homology, H lf m pXq b H p Z pXq Ñ H lf m´p pZq, and then show the coincidence of the sheaf theoretic and the singular cap product, as well as the coincidence of the singular cap product and the simplicial cap product. Since singular cap product depends only on topology, we have in particular the topological invariance of the simplicial supported cap product (see Theorem (6.5) ). This fact has been used in the literature without proof; see for example [Bra, section 5] .
This paper is organized as follows. In § §1 and 2, we review the definitions of singular homology, cohomology, Borel-Moore homology, and the sheaf theoretic supported cap product on Borel-Moore homology. In §3, using sheaf theoretic interpretations of the complexes of singular chains, we produce a quasi-isomorphism between the complex of locally finite singular chains and the "dual" of the compactly supported singular cochain complex. In § §4 and 5, we introduce the cap product operation on locally finite singular homology, and compare it with the sheaf theoretic cap product; the question becomes simpler when Z " X, and we treat that case first in §4. The construction of the supported cap product on singular homology uses ideas and sheaf theoretic techniques from the Borel-Moore homology theory.
In §6, we compare the simplicial cap product with cap product for singular homology.
The results in §4-6 can be generalized to relative homology H m pX, Y q for a pair pX, Y q of a space and a closed subspace, as we describe in the first half of §7. In the latter half, we study the localization isomorphism H m pX, Y q " Ñ H m pX´Y q for both Borel-Moore and locally finite singular homology, and verify the compatibility with cap product.
We make the following assumptions on the space: In §1, X is a locally compact Hausdorff space; in §2, we assume also that X is locally contractible and satisfies the second axiom of countability. In §3- §5, we further add the assumption that X is of finite cohomological dimension. In §6, X is a locally finite, countable simplicial complex of finite dimension.
We would like to warmly thank Professor T. Suwa for helpful discussions. A related issue appears in [HKT] , Part II, where the authors consider compactly supported homology (rather than Borel-Moore homology) for simplicial complexes. §1. Singular homology and cohomology For this section we refer the reader to [Ha] , [Mu] , and [Sp] . Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. We denote by S˚pXq (resp. S˚pXq) the chain complex (resp. cochain complex) of singular chains (resp. singular cochains) on X. Recall that S p pXq is the free abelian group on singular p-simplices on X, namely continuous maps from the topological p-simplex ∆ p to X, thus an element of S p pXq is a finite Z-linear combination of p-simplices, ÿ a σ σ , where σ is a singular p-simplex and a σ P Z; the boundary map B : S p pXq Ñ S p´1 pXq is defined in the usual manner. One has S˚pXq :" HompS˚pXq, Zq, and for u P S p pXq and x P S p`1 pXq, pduqpxq " p´1q p`1 upBxq. This sign convention differs from the usual one. The homology of S˚pXq is denoted H c pXq, and the cohomology of S˚pXq is denoted H˚pXq. We also recall that, for a subset A Ă X, there correspond the relative singular chain complex S˚pX, Aq and the relative singular cochain complex S˚pX, Aq.
LetS˚pXq be the chain complex of locally finite chains on X; an element ofS p pXq is a possibly infinite sum ř a σ σ with p-simplices σ, which is locally finite. One defines H lf pXq to be the homology ofS˚pXq.
We define a subcomplexŠ˚pXq of S˚pXq by
where K varies over the compact subsets of X. We denote the cohomology ofŠ˚pXq by Hc pXq.
There is the cup product map Y :
One has dpu Y vq " p´1pduq Y v`u Y pdvq, namely cup product is a map of complexes if the differential of the tensor product complex is defined by dpu b vq " p´1pduq b v`u b pdvq (notice difference from the usual convention).
The cap product map X : S˚pXq b S˚pXq Ñ S˚pXq is given as follows. For u P S p pXq and σ " rv 0 ,¨¨¨, v m s a singular m-simplex, let
where σ 1 " rv 0 ,¨¨¨, v p s and σ 2 " rv p ,¨¨¨, v m s. Cap product safisfies the identity Bpα X uq " p´1q p pBαq X u`α X pduq for α P S m pXq. For α P S m pXq, u P S p pXq and v P S m´p pXq, one has vpα X uq " pu Y vqpαq. The maps Y and X induce maps on cohomology and homology, also called cup (cap) product. §2. Borel-Moore homology and sheaf theoretic cap product
The references for the Borel-Moore homology include [BM] , [Br] and [I] ; we will use [Br] as our main reference. In this section, we assume: (*) X is a locally compact Hausdorff topological space, which satisfies the second axiom of countability, and which is locally contractible. For example a locally finite, countable CW complex satisfies this condition. We note and use the following facts:
An open set of X also satisfies (*). A closed subset of X satisfies all the conditions of (*) except the local contractibility.
The assignment U Þ Ñ S p pUq, where S p pUq is the group of singular p-cochains on U, gives a presheaf on X, and let S p be the associated sheaf. Thus we have the differential sheaf S˚, called the singular cochain sheaf on X ([Br-Chap. I, §7]).
One has an exact sequence
where θ is the canonical map, and S p 0 pUq is the kernel of θ; S p 0 pUq is the complex of singular cochains on U that are locally zero. The subcomplex S0 pUq is acyclic, so θ is a quasiisomorphism.
(2.1) Proposition. S˚is a resolution of Z on X by flabby sheaves.
Proof. The flabbiness follows from the surjectivity of θ and the surjectivity of the restriction maps S p pXq Ñ S p pUq. The exactness of 0 Ñ Z Ñ S˚follows from 2)], since X is assumed locally contractible (indeed the weaker condition HLC 8 Z will suffice.) For a complex K ‚ of abelian groups, its dual DpK ‚ q is defined by
where I ‚ is the complex rQ Ñ Q{Zs concentrated in degrees 0 and 1. For f P HompK ‚ , I ‚ q and x P K ‚ , df is defined by the formula pdf qpxq " p´1q |f |`1 f pdxq`dpf pxqq (where |f | denotes the degree of f ). Note that I ‚ is an injective resolution of Z, and DpK ‚ q " R HompK ‚ , Zq in the derived category of abelian groups. The functor D is exact, and takes quasi-isomorphisms to quasi-isomorphisms. If K ‚ is a complex of free Z-modules, then the natural map HompK ‚ , Zq Ñ DpK ‚ q is a quasi-isomorphism. If L˚is a complex of c-soft sheaves on X, its dual DpL˚q is the complex of flabby sheaves given by U Þ Ñ HompΓ c pU, L˚q, I ‚ q " DΓ c pU, L˚q , see §2] .
Recall from §3 ] that the Borel-Moore homology of X (assumed only locally compact Hausdorff) is defined as
in which I˚is the canonical injective resolution of Z, and DpI˚q is the dual of I˚. One should distinguish it from homology with compact support H c p pX; Zq. Now for our X, since S˚is a flabby resolution of Z (in particular a c-soft resolution of Z) one has by [Br, p. 293, (10) ]
namely the Borel-Moore homology can be calculated using S˚.
One has the product map S˚b S˚Ñ S˚, that is induced from the cup product of singular cochains, and it is compatible with augmentations. Thus according to 3)]) one can use it to produce a map of differential sheaves (cap product at the sheaf level)
where f X s is given by ă f X s, t ą" p´1q |f |¨|s| ă f, t Y s ą. (The value of a functional f at x will be written ă f, x ą. ) The change of sign p´1q |f |¨|s| is introduced here, so that no sign change needs to be introduced in §4. One verifies the identity dpf X sq " p´1q |s| pdf q X s`f X pdsq .
For Z a locally contractible closed subset of X, one has the induced map on sections
The last equality holds by ], which says that for L a c-soft sheaf on X and Z a closed set, Γ Φ pX, DpLqq " Γ Φ|Z pX, DpL| Zfor any family of supports Φ on X; take Φ " clc X (all the closed sets of X) and L " S˚. The complex S˚| Z being a c-soft resolution of Z on Z, it serves to calculate the Borel-Moore homology of Z. Passing to homology we obtain a map
called the sheaf theoretic supported cap product. §3. The sheaf S˚and the complex of locally finite singular chains.
For the rest of the paper (indeed starting with (3.9)), we add another condition to (*) and assume that (**) X is a locally compact Hausdorff topological space which satisfies the second axiom of countability, which is locally contractible, and dim Z X ă 8. (See [Br, for the notion of cohomological dimension.) For example a locally finite countable CW complex of finite dimension satisfies these conditions. If X satisfies (**), then an open set of X also satisfies (**), and a locally contractible closed set A of X also satisfies (**) (see [Br, ] for dimension of subspaces).
The complex S X,˚. We recall from [Br] the definition and properties of the complexes of sheaves ∆ X,˚a nd S X,˚.
1. Consider the presheaf U Þ Ñ S p pX, X´Uq on X, and let ∆ X,p be the associated sheaf. For any paracompactifying family of supports Φ, Γ Φ pX, ∆ X,p q coincides with the group of locally finite singular chains with support in Φ; indeed by [Br, p.31, Exercise 12 ] ∆ X,p is a monopresheaf and conjunctive for coverings of X, so that 2)] applies. Since X is paracompact, we may take Φ " cld (the family of all closed sets of X) and since X is locally compact we may take Φ " c.
2. Let S p pXq " lim Ý Ñ A n , where A n " S p pXq for each n ě 1, and the map A n Ñ A n`1 is the subdivision map. There is a natural injection S˚pXq Ñ S˚pXq, which is a quasi-isomorphism. For A Ă X, one defines S˚pX, Aq " S˚pXq{S˚pAq. The assignment U Þ Ñ S p pUq, where U is an open set of X, is a flabby cosheaf on X(see §1] ).
In general, if L is a c-soft sheaf on X, then we denote by Γ c tLu the flabby cosheaf U Þ Ñ Γ c pU, Lq (cf. ). Conversely it is known that a flabby cosheaf L is of the form Γ c tLu for a unique c-soft sheaf L, To the flabby cosheaf S p pUq there corresponds a c-soft sheaf S X,p , thus we have S p pUq " Γ c pU, S X,p q. From the proof of this correspondence, S X,p is the sheaf associated with the presheaf U Þ Ñ S p pX, X´Uq.
3. One has a natural injection ∆ X,p Ñ S X,p , induced from the injection S p pX, X´Uq ãÑ S p pX, X´Uq. For any paracompactifying family of supports Φ, the induced map
is a quasi-isomorphism (cf. ). In particular, we have quasi-isomorphisms S˚pXq " ΓpX, ∆ X,˚q ãÑ ΓpX, S X,˚q and S˚pXq " Γ c pX, ∆ X,˚q ãÑ Γ c pX, S X,˚q .
4. The formation of the sheaf S X,p is compatible with restriction to open sets, in the following sense. Let S U,p be the sheaf on U associated with the presheaf V Þ Ñ S p pU, U´V q. The natural injection S p pU, U´V q ãÑ S p pX, X´V q, for V Ă U open, induces a map of sheaves S U,p Ñ S X,p | U . Since both sheaves are c-soft, and the induced map on each open set Γ c pV, S U,p q Ñ Γ c pV, S X,p | U q can be identified with the identity map on S p pV q, it follows that the map S U,p Ñ S X,p | U is an isomorphism. Because of this fact, we will usually write S p for S X,p or S U,p . Composing the quasi-isomorphismS˚pUq ãÑ ΓpU, S U,˚q with the isomorphism ΓpU, S U,˚q -ΓpU, S X,˚q , we obtain a quasi-isomorphismS˚pUq ãÑ ΓpU, S X,˚q . Similarly we have a quasi-isomorphism S˚pUq ãÑ Γ c pU, S X,˚q .
Dual complexes ofS˚pXq. We introduce duals and double duals of the complexS˚pXq; instead of naive duals, we pass to a direct family of complexes, and then proceed to take duals.
For an open set U of X, and a compact K Ă U, one has a complex S˚pU, U´Kq. For K Ă K 1 , there is an induced surjective map S˚pU, U´K 1 q Ñ S˚pU, U´Kq, so one has an inverse system of complexes tS˚pU, U´Kqu, where K varies over CptpUq, the directed set of compact subsets of U. One hasS˚pUq " lim Ð ÝKPCptpUq S˚pU, U´Kq, as is easily verified. Taking the dual, we have a direct system of complexes tDS˚pU, U´Kqu, and we let
The natural inclusion S˚pU, U´Kq ãÑ DpS˚pU, U´Kinduces an injectionŠ˚pUq ãÑ } DS˚pUq. Taking another dual, one has an inverse system tDDS˚pU, U´Kqu, and
(3.1) Proposition. Let S˚" S X,˚a nd let U be an open set of X. We have maps of complexes, each of them being a quasi-isomorphism,
Proof. As already noted, we have a map
which is a quasi-isomorphism, verifying (1). We argue similarly for p1q c . From p1q c , we have induced maps
with both arrows quasi-isomorphisms (note that S˚pUq is free, so the first map is a quasiisomorphism); this is (2). For K P CptpUq, the quasi-isomorphism
and by taking direct limit, we obtain quasi-isomorphismš
giving p2q c . (3) follows from p2q c by taking dual, since ΓpU, DDpS˚" DΓ c pU, DpS˚and Dp } DS˚pUqq " Č DDS˚pUq.
To relate the map (1) to the map (3) in Proposition (3.9), we introduce a few maps related to duality.
1. For a complex of abelian groups K, let d : K Ñ DDpKq be the map of complexes which sends x P K to the elementx P DDpKq given by
Here |x|, for example, denotes the degree of x.
In particular, applying this to the complex S˚pU, U´Kq one has the map d : S˚pU, U´Kq Ñ DDS˚pU, U´Kq. Passing to the inverse limit for K P CptpUq, we obtain a map
For L˚a bounded below complex of c-soft sheaves, one has a canonical map d : L˚Ñ DDpL˚q defined as follows. Let x P ΓpU, L p q, and we shall define its imagex P ΓpU, DDpL p" DΓ c pU, DpL p. Take an element f P Γ c pU, DpL p, and which may be viewed as an element of a larger group ΓpU,
3. Let ξ :S˚pUq Ñ HompŠ˚pUq, Zq Ă DŠ˚pUq be the map defined as follows. Let α P S m pUq. For u PŠ m pUq, let K P CptpUq such that u P S m pU, U´Kq, write α " α 1`α2 with α 1 P S m pUq, α 2 PS m pU´Kq, and define ξpαq P HompŠ m pUq, Zq by
This is well-defined independent of the choice of K and the decomposition of α, and gives a map of complexes. One verifies that the composition of the maps d :S˚pUq Ñ Č DDS˚pUq and Č DDS˚pUq Ñ DpŠ˚pUqq coincides with ξ.
For the proof of (3.9), we need theorems (3.5)-(3.7), essentially from [Br] . The corresponding statements in [Br] are somewhat different, due partly to the emphasis on cosheaves (rather than c-soft sheaves) and to the generality on assumptions. We shall therefore recall some notions and results from [Br] (in terms of c-soft sheaves, when possible), and give comments on the statement and the proof of (3.5).
For the definitions of precosheaves, cosheaves, and local isomorphism of precosheaves, see §1 and §12] . We begin here with the definition of resolutions and coresolutions of the constant sheaf Z on X.
(3.2) Definition.( 5)]) Let L˚be a bounded below complex of sheaves on X and ǫ : Z Ñ H 0 pL˚q be a homomorphism of presheaves, where H 0 pL˚q is the presheaf U Þ Ñ H 0 pL˚pUqq. We say that pL˚, ǫq is a quasi-resolution of Z if H p pL˚q " 0 for p ‰ 0 and ǫ induces an isomorphism of sheaves ǫ : Z Ñ H 0 pL˚q. Here H p pL˚q denotes the sheafication of the presheaf H p pL˚q. Let L˚be bounded below complex of cosheaves and η : H 0 pL˚q Ñ Z be a homomorphism of precosheaves, where H 0 pL˚q is the precosheaf U Þ Ñ H 0 pL˚pUqq. Then pL˚, ηq is said to be a quasi-coresolution of Z if H p pL˚q " 0 for p ă 0, H p pL˚q " 0 is locally zero for p ą 0, and η is a local isomorphism of precosheaves.
Indeed in [Br] more general notions of quasi-n-resolution of Z and quasi-n-coresolution of Z are introduced; we have restricted ourselves to the case n " 8. We cite below some results from [Br-V] ; these theorems are formulated for quasi-n-resolutions and quasi-n-coresolutions, but we again take n " 8. Recall the notation Γ c tLu for the cosheaf associated with a c-soft sheaf L. Proof. This is essentially in . By (3.3), X is clc 8 Z and DpL˚q is a quasi-resolution of Z by flabby sheaves. Then by (3.4), Γ c tDDpL˚qu is a quasi-coresolution of Z. The map d : L˚Ñ DDpL˚q is augmentation preserving. It is proven in ] that the induced map Γ c pU, L˚q Ñ Γ c pU, DDpL˚is a quasi-isomorphism.
In the following theorem we use the notion of cohomological dimension dim Z X as given in §16] . 
The next theorem tells us that a quasi-resolution arises from the complex S˚.
The proof is straightforward from the definitions. Note that our space X is locally contractible by assumption and thus HLC 8 Z , therefore Γ c tS˚u is a quasi-coresolution of Z by (3.7).
We shall need an alternative description of the map Θ :S˚pUq ãÑ ΓpU, S X,˚q . In general, for a c-soft sheaf L on X, and an open set U, consider the inverse system of abelian groups Γ c pU, Lq{Γ c pU´K, Lq indexed by K P CptpUq. We claim that there is a natural map to this inverse system ΓpU, Lq Ñ tΓ c pU, Lq{Γ c pU´K, Lqu K .
Indeed, for each s P ΓpU, Lq, there is a decomposition s " s 1`s2 where s 1 P Γ c pU, Lq and s 2 P ΓpU, Lq with |s 2 | Ă U´K. (The restriction map Γ c pU, Lq Ñ ΓpK, L| K q is surjective since L| U is c-soft, so one can take s 1 P Γ c pU, Lq such that
The desired map ΓpU, Lq Ñ Γ c pU, Lq{Γ c pU´K, Lq is given by s Þ Ñs 1 . One shows easily: (3.8) Proposition. The above map induces an isomorphism to the inverse limit
Going back to our situation, the map of complexes S˚pUq Ñ Γ c pU, S X,˚q induces a map of inverse systems of complexes S˚pU, U´Kq Ñ Γ c pU, S X,˚q {Γ c pU´K, S X,˚q , and taking inverse limit we obtain the mapS˚pUq ãÑ ΓpU, S X,˚q .
(3.9) Proposition. The following diagram commutes:
If we further assume dim Z X ă 8, the maps in the above commutative diagram are all quasiisomorphisms.
Proof. We already know the commutativity of the left triangle. For K P CptpUq we have a commutative diagram
Ñ DDpΓ c pU, S˚q{Γ c pU´K, S˚.
Passing to the inverse limit, and using the second description of Θ, we obtain the commutativity of the right square in the diagram in question. We already know from (3.1), that the maps Θ, Θ 2 and Č DDS˚Ñ DpŠ˚q are are quasiisomorphisms. By (3.5), the map S˚Ñ DDpS˚q induces a quasi-isomorphism on Γ c pU,´q for each open set U. Thus by (3.6), the map d : ΓpU, S˚q Ñ ΓpU, DDpS˚is a quasi-isomorphism for each U. Since the diagram commutes it follows that the d in the middle, and consequently ξ also, are quasi-isomorphisms. §4. Comparison of the cap product in sheaf and singular theories
We shall compare the sheaf theoretic cap product and the singular cap product (in case Z " X); the latter is defined as follows. Let X :S˚pXq b S˚pXq ÑS˚pXq be the map which sends α b u PS m pXq b S p pXq with α " ř a σ σ PS m pXq, u P S p pXq to α X u " ÿ a σ pσ X uq (here σ X u is as defined in §1). For a closed element u P S p pXq, we obtain a map p´q X u :S˚pXq ÑS˚´ppXq , and one has Bpα X uq " p´1q p pBαq X u, namely it is a map of complexes. For this recall that the shift Kr1s of a complex of abelian groups pK; dq is defined by pKr1sq
i " K i`1 and with differential´d, thus the complexS˚´ppXq has boundary map p´1q p B. The induced map on homology H lf m pXq Ñ H lf m´p pXq depends only on the cohomology class rus P H p pXq, denoted by p´q X rus. The element θpuq P ΓpX, S p q and the cap product map ΓpX, DpS˚qqbΓpX, S˚q Ñ ΓpX, DpS˚qq (see §2; take Z " X) induces the map Xθpuq : ΓpX, DpS˚qq Ñ ΓpX, DpS˚´pqq.
In this section we shall construct an isomorphism in the derived category of abelian groups ΓpX, DpS˚qq " ÑS˚pXq such that the following diagram in the derived category commutes,
ÑS˚´ppXq . One has Sc pt pXq " S0 pXq`Š˚pXq. Indeed, for u P S p cpt pXq, let K " |θpuq|, and take a compact neighborhood K 1 of K. Let u 1 PŠ p pXq be the element given by u 1 pσq " upσq if |σ| ĂK 1 , and u 1 pσq " 0 otherwise. Then u´u 1 P S p 0 pXq, since pu´u 1 qpσq " 0 if |σ| ĂK 1 . Consequently, S0 pXq{Š0 pXq -Sc pt pXq{Š˚pXq. As we already know that S0 pXq is acyclic, it is enough to show thatŠ0 pXq is also acyclic.
The proof of acyclicity ofŠ0 pXq is similar to that for S0 pXq. For any open covering U of X, the inclusion of the U-based singular chains S Ů pXq in S˚pXq is a quasi-isomorphism (excision theorem); thus its dual S˚pXq ։ SŮpXq is also a quasi-isomorphism, so its kernel KŮ is an acyclic complex.
Generalizing this, if A is a subset of X, the inclusion S Ů pX, Aq ãÑ S˚pX, Aq is a quasiisomorphism, so its dual S˚pX, Aq ։ SŮpX, Aq is also a quasi-isomorphism, and its kernel KŮpX, Aq is an acyclic complex. Taking A " X´K with K P CptpXq and taking the limit, we have that the mapŠ˚pXq ։ŠŮpXq is a surjective quasi-isomorphism. Hence its kernelǨŮpXq is acyclic, and its limitŠ0 pXq " lim Ý ÑUǨŮ pXq is also acyclic. We examine compatibility of these maps with cap product. The cup product Y :Š˚pXq b S˚pXq ÑŠ˚pXq induces a map X : DŠ˚pXq b S˚pXq Ñ DŠ˚pXq given for f P DŠ˚pXq and u P S˚pXq by
It is verified that cap product X is a map of complexes. The map ξ is compatible with cap product:
namely the following square commutes:
Proof. For α PS m pXq, u P S p pXq and v P S m´p pXq, we have (with α " α 1`α2 as in §3)
by the definition of ξ in §3 and by the identity ă v, α
For u P S p pXq closed, we have a map of complexes p´q X u : DŠ˚pXq Ñ DŠ˚´ppXq ; the induced map on homology depends only on the class rus, and thus written p´q X rus : H m pDŠ˚pXqq Ñ H m´p pDŠ˚pXqq. The following square commutes:
The map θ 1 : ΓpX, DpS˚qq Ñ DŠ˚pXq is also compatible with cap product, namely the following square commutes:
This follows from the compatibility of θ with cup product, namely the commutativity of the following diagram:
We have thus shown:
ÑS˚´ppXq . For an open set U of X, let CptpUq denote the set of compact sets K Ă U, and leť
Hence the induced diagram on homology commutes:
H m pXq Xrθpuqś Ñ H m´p pXq § § đ θ 1 § § đθ 1 H m pDŠ˚pXqq Xruś Ñ H m´p pDŠ˚pXqq İ § § ξ İ § § ξ H lf m pXq Xruś Ñ H lf m´p pXq .
Thus the sheaf theoretic cap product and the singular cap product agree via the isomorphism
so one has a subcomplexŠ˚pUq X ĂŠ˚pXq. For each K, the surjection S˚pX, X´Kq Ñ S˚pU, U´Kq is a quasi-isomorphism by the excision theorem, so the induced surjectioň S˚pUq X ÑŠ˚pUq is also a quasi-isomorphism. If V Ă U, then we haveŠ˚pV q X ĂŠ˚pUq X .
Let Z be a locally contractible closed subset of X. Set U " X´Z. We define the complexŠ˚pX, Uq to beŠ˚pXq{Š˚pUq X . The restriction mapŠ˚pXq ÑŠ˚pZq induces a map S˚pX, Uq ÑŠ˚pZq. Proof. In the commutative diagram of complexes
the lower sequence is exact since S˚is flabby, hence c-soft. Since the first two vertical maps θ are quasi-isomorphisms, so is the third. We consider the commutative diagram of complexeš
The vertical maps θ are quasi-isomorphisms. The lower map is a quasi-isomorphism, since it is induced from the map S˚| Z Ñ SZ, which is a map of c-soft resolutions of Z on Z. The assertion hence follows.
The dual of the map in the proposition, DpŠ˚pZqq Ñ DpŠ˚pX, Uqq, is also a quasiisomorphism.
We wish to generalize the results in the previous section to the case of supported cap product. Let u be an element of S p pX, Uq with du " 0, and we shall produce the cap product map Yu :Š˚´ppZq ÑŠ˚pXq in the derived category. The first step is to replaceŠ˚´ppZq with a quasi-isomorphic complexŠ˚´ppX, Uq. The second step is to replaceŠ˚´ppX, Uq andŠ˚pXq respectively, by quasiisomorphic complexes we now introduce:
(5.2) Definition. LetŠ˚p X, Uq 6 :" ConerŠ˚pUq X ÑŠ˚pXqs .
The short exact sequence of complexes 0 ÑŠ˚pUq X ÑŠ˚pXq ÑŠ˚pX, Uq Ñ 0 induces a surjective quasi-isomorphismŠ˚pX, Uq 6 ։Š˚pX, Uq. Its dual DpŠ˚pX, Uqq ãÑ DpŠ˚pX, Uq 6 q is also a quasi-isomorphism. LetŠ˚p Xq 6 :" ConerŠ0 pXq ÑŠ˚pXqs whereŠ0 pXq " S0 pXq XŠ˚pXq as in the proof of (4.1). Since the subcomplexŠ0 pXq is acyclic, the inclusion induces an injective quasi-isomorphism S˚pXq ãÑŠ˚pXq 6 .
Its dual DpŠ˚pXq 6 q ։ DpŠ˚pXqq is also a quasi-isomorphism.
Supported cap product for locally finite singular homology. For an element u P S p pX, Uq with du " 0, cup product with u Yu :Š˚´ppXq ÑŠ˚pXq is a map of complexes, and we claim that it maps the subcomplexŠ˚´ppUq X intoŠ0 pXq. Indeed, if v P S˚´ppX, X´Kq for K Ă U, then v Y u is zero on X´K and on U, and tX´K, Uu covers X. We thus have an induced map of complexes Yu :Š˚´ppX, Uq 6 ÑŠ˚pXq 6 .
Let Xu : DpŠ˚pXq 6 q Ñ DpŠ˚´ppX, Uq 6 q be its dual; as in §4 this is defined by the formula ă f X u, v ą" p´1q |f |¨|u| ă f, u Y v ą. We obtain a diagram of complexes
All the maps except Xu are quasi-isomorphisms. Inverting some of the quasi-isomorphisms, we obtain a map in the derived category, still denoted Xu, 
with vertical maps isomorphisms.
Thus the sheaf theoretic supported cap product coincides with the supported cap product for singular homology. §6. Simplicial supported cap product; comparison to the singular cap product Let X be an abstract simplicial complex assumed locally finite, countable, and of finite dimension. The geometric realization |X| will be also written X; it satisfies the assumption (**) in §2.
By C˚pXq we denote the complex of ordered simplicial chains, and C˚pXq its dual (see [Sp. p.170]) . Recall that C m pXq is the free abelian group generated by pv 0 ,¨¨¨, v m q, where v 0 ,¨¨¨, v m are vertices of X (repetition allowed) spanning a simplex of dimension ď m. LetC˚pXq be the complex of (locally finite) infinite ordered simplicial chains. We letČ˚pXq Ă C˚pXq denote the subcomplex of cochains u satisfying the following condition: there exists a finite subcomplex outside which u vanishes.
There are natural quasi-isomorphisms C˚pXq Ñ S˚pXq,C˚pXq ÑS˚pXq and S˚pXq Ñ C˚pXq,Š˚pXq ÑČ˚pXq. The same holds for relative chain and cochain complexes C˚pX, Y q, C˚pX, Y q and S˚pX, Y q,Š˚pX, Y q (for Y a subcomplex of X).
One has cup and cap product on the simplicial chain and cochain complexes. ‚ Cup product C˚pXq b C˚pXq Ñ C˚pXq, which is compatible with the singular cup product via the map S˚pXq Ñ C˚pXq.
‚ Cap product C˚pXq b C˚pXq Ñ C˚pXq, which is compatible with singular cap product. ‚ Cup productČ˚pXq b C˚pXq ÑČ˚pXq, restriction of the cup product above. ‚ Cap productC˚pXq b C˚pXq ÑC˚pXq, extending the cap product above. Thus a cocycle u P C p pXq induces maps of complexes Xu :C˚pXq ÑC˚´ppXq , and Yu : C˚´ppXq ÑČ˚pXq.
Assumptions. Throughout this section we work under the following assumptions and notation. Let Z be a subcomplex of X, and U " X´Z be its complement. Denote by N the closed star of Z, namely the union of simplices meeting Z, and we assume that the inclusion Z Ă N is a proper deformation retract (this can be so arranged by taking barycentric subdivision of X twice). Let N c be the subcomplex which is the union of simplices not meeting Z. Suppose also we are given a cocycle u P S p pX, X´Zq.
The cocycle u gives a cocycle u P C p pX, N c q, thus we have a map
Xu :C˚pXq ÑC˚´ppNq .
Also cup product with u gives rise to a map
Yu :Č˚´ppNq ÑČ˚pXq . Proof. Let pw, vq PŠ m´p pX, X´Nq 6 "Š m´p`1 pX´Nq X 'Š m´p pXq be a cocycle so that dw " 0 and w`dv " 0. Its image under the cup product is pw Y u, v Y uq PŠ m pXq 6 . Let x PŠ m pXq be a cocycle whose class rxs maps to the class rpw Y u, v Y uqs; there exists pα, βq PŠ m´1 pXq 6 such that
In particular, v Y u´x " α`dβ. For the element α PŠ m 0 pXq, by taking a subdivision of X if necessary, one may assume ρpαq " 0 inČ m pXq. Then we have
hence rρpv Y uqs " rρpxqs, proving the assertion.
For a complex K and its dual DpKq, there is a natural short exact sequence
. Thus:
Corollary. The dual of the above diagram
commutes on homology. Here we define Xu : DpČ˚pXqq Ñ DpČ˚´ppNqq to be DpYuq,
To state the next result, we define a map ξ :C˚pXq Ñ HompČ˚pXq, Zq Ă DpČ˚pXqq, analogous to the map ξ forS˚pXq. For α PC m pXq and u PČ m pXq, let Y be a finite subcomplex outside which u vanishes. Let W be the closed star of Y , which is also a finite subcomplex. We take a decomposition α " α 1`α2 , where α 1 P C m pW q, and α 2 " ř b σ σ PC m pXq satisfies that if b σ ‰ 0, then σ is disjoint from Y . For example, for α " ř a σ σ, one may take
Let ξpαq P HompČ m pXq, Zq be given by
This is independent of the choice of Y and the decomposition of α, and one verifies that ξ is a map of complexes. As for the map ξ forS˚pXq (cf. (4.3)), we can show:
(6.2) Proposition. For a cocycle u P C p pX, N c q, the following square commutes:
We also have, obviously from the definitions, (6.3) Proposition. The following square commutes, in which the horizontal maps are the natural maps.
Combining propositions (6.1)-(6.3) we obtain a diagram in the derived categorỹ We have a diagram of abelian groups
where the left square commutes by the theorem above, and the right square obviously commutes. It follows:
(6.5) Theorem. The following square commutes:
In particular, the simplicial supported cap product is independent of the choice of a triangulation of the locally compact Hausdorff space X satisfying (**) in §3, as long as X has a triangulation satisfying the required assumptions. §7. Borel-Moore homology of pairs of spaces Borel-Moore homology of pairs of spaces and supported cap product. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space satisfying (**) in §3. Let Y be a locally contractible closed set of X, and i : Y Ñ X be the inclusion. As discussed in §5, there is a canonical map of S˚| Y " i˚S˚Ñ SY , which is a map of c-soft resolutions of Z on Y . Proof. Assume that P , Q are presheaves on X and Y , respectively, and h : P Ñ i˚Q is a map of presheaves with a section s : i˚Q Ñ P (h˝s " id). Then one has by adjunction a map of presheaves on Y h : i´1P Ñ Q with section s (i´1P denotes the presheaf pull-back) so an induced map of sheaves on Y h : i˚P ÑQ with section s .
(P denotes the associated sheaf). We apply this to singular cochain presheaves on X and Y , P " S p and Q " S p Y , and the restriction map h :
There is a canonical section to h given by extension by zero, so we obtain the assertion.
By the lemma, any additive functor applied to S˚| Y Ñ SY gives a surjective map. In particular the induced map α : Γ c pX, S˚q Ñ Γ c pY, SY q is also surjective. Thus its dual ΓpY, DpSYÑ ΓpX, DpS˚is an injection. By definition the Borel-Moore homology of the pair pX, Y q is the homology of the quotient complex:
One can show that this coincides with the definition using the injective resolution in [Br, V] .
Let Z be another locally contractible closed set of X. Generalizing the construction in §2, we shall produce the supported cap product map
In general, if L˚and M˚are complexes of c-soft sheaves on X, and h : L˚Ñ M˚is a map of complexes, we have the induced map h˚: DpL˚q Ñ DpM˚q by functoriality. If L˚has associative product L˚b L˚Ñ L˚, similarly for M˚, and h is compatible with product, then we have cap product DpL˚q b L˚Ñ DpL˚q and similarly for M˚; for sections f of DpM˚q and s of L˚, one verifies the identity ("projection formula") h˚pf q X s " h˚pf X hpsqq .
Applying this to the map S˚Ñ i˚SY , we have maps
satisfying projection formula, thus the cap product map from §2 X : ΓpX, DpS˚qq b Γ Z pX, S˚q Ñ Γ Z pX, DpS˚qq sends ΓpY, DpSYb Γ Z pX, S˚q into Γ ZXY pY, DpSY qq, so that we have the induced map
We further have
The first equality follows from ]. The second map, induced from quasi-isomorphisms such as ΓpZ, DpSZqq Ñ ΓpZ, DpS˚| Z qq, is a quasi-isomorphism. Thus on cohomology we have the map
Singular homology of pairs and supported cap product. In §5 we have defined the supported cap product on the locally finite singular homology, which we now generalize to the case of locally finite singular homology of the pair pX, Y q.
We setS˚pX, Y q "S˚pXq{S˚pY q, and define the locally finite relative singular homology H lf m pX, Y q as its homology.
Recall from §5 that we haveŠ˚pXq 6 :" ConerŠ0 pXq ÑŠ˚pXqs, so we also haveŠ˚pY q 6 " ConerŠ0 pY q ÑŠ˚pY qs. There is restriction mapŠ˚pXq 6 ÑŠ˚pY q 6 , and we define
This is the relative analogue ofŠ˚pXq 6 . Defining likewise A :" pConerŠ˚pXq ÑŠ˚pY qsqr´1s, one has maps of complexesŠ˚p X, Y q ãÑ A ãÑ A 6 both of which are quasi-isomorphisms. Writing U " X´Z, we also have from §5 the complex S˚pX, Uq 6 :" ConerŠ˚pUq X ÑŠ˚pXqs and alsoŠ˚pY, Y X Uq 6 " ConerŠ˚pY X Uq X ÑŠ˚pY qs. With restriction map between these, we can define B 6 :" pConerŠ˚pX, Uq 6 ÑŠ˚pY, Y X Uq 6 sqr´1s .
Also let B " pConerŠ˚pX, Uq ÑŠ˚pY, Y XUqsqr´1s, and C " pConerŠ˚pZq ÑŠ˚pZXY qsqr´1s.
We have a chain of quasi-isomorphisms
Given a cocycle u P S p pX, X´Zq, we have a commutative diagram of complexeš
in which the horizontal maps are from §5 and the vertical maps are restrictions; this gives a map of complexes (with shift in degree) Yu : B 6 Ñ A 6 . Let Xu : DpA 6 q Ñ DpB 6 q be its dual. We have arrived at maps (all maps except cap product are quasi-isomorphisms)
We have maps ξ :S˚pXq Ñ DpŠ˚pXqq and ξ :S˚pY q Ñ DpŠ˚pYwhich are compatible, namely the left square in the following diagram commutes.
The rows are exact; so there is a map ξ :S˚pX, Y q Ñ DpŠ˚pX, Ywhich makes the diagram commute, and it is a quasi-isomorphism. Using the quasi-isomorphisms ξ :S˚pX, Y q Ñ DpŠ˚pX, Yand ξ :S˚pZ, Z X Y q Ñ DpŠ˚pZ, Z X Y qq, we obtain a map in the derived category
On homology this gives a map Xu :
Comparison of supported cap products. We shall generalize Theorem (5.3) to the case of relative homology H˚pX, Y q. We do so by giving a relative analogue of diagram (5.3.a).
Recall that we had in §5 a commutative diagram Comparison to simplicial cap product. One can generalize all the results of §6 to the relative setting. Let X be a simplicial complex and Z a subcomplex, satisfying the assumptions in §6. We also assume given another subcomplex Y of X, and a cocycle u P S p pX, X´Zq. Let N be the closed star of Z in X, and N 1 is the closed star of Y X Z in Y ; we assume Z Ă N and Y X Z Ă Y are proper deformation retract.
One Proof. Each map S˚pU, U´Kq Ñ S˚pX, X´Kq is a quasi-isomorphism by the excision theorem.
There is an increasing sequence of compact sets of U K 1 Ă K 2 Ă¨¨s uch that K n Ă IntpK n`1 q and YK n " U. The same holds for the inverse system of complexes tS˚pU, U´K n qu ně1 , so there results another short exact sequence. Comparing the two short exact sequences we obtain the assertion.
Let now Y be closed, locally contractible subspace of X, and set U " X´Y for the rest of this section. There is an induced mapS˚pX, Y q ÑS˚pUq X , thus a map H lf m pX, Y q Ñ H lf m pUq. Dually, define the complexŠ˚pX, Y q to be the kernel of the surjectionŠ˚pXq ÑŠ˚pY q, and let H p c pX, Y q its cohomology. One hasŠ˚pUq X ĂŠ˚pX, Y q (the complexŠ˚pUq X was defined in a previous section).
Recall that there is a map of complexes θ :Š˚pXq Ñ Γ c pX, S˚q; we examine its compatibility with inclusions of open sets.
We shall show that diagram (7.7.b) is compatible with cap product. This will follow if we verify that diagram (7.7.a) is compatible with cap product. Each complex in (7.7.a), except S˚pUq X and DpŠ˚pUq X q, has cap product.
Let u be a closed element of S p pXq. One has a map of complexes, Xu :S˚pX, X´Kq ÑS˚´ppX, X´Kq , K P CptpUq , and passing to inverse limit we get
Xu :S˚pUq X ÑS˚´ppUq X .
The maps Xu are compatible with mapsS˚pUq ÑS˚pUq X ÐS˚pX, Y q, which means the commutativity of the following diagram:
Similarly there is cup product
Yu :Š˚´ppUq X ÑŠ˚pUq X , obtained from Yu : S˚´ppX, X´Kq Ñ S˚pX, X´Kq, K P CptpUq by passing to direct limit; taking the dual we get Xu : DpŠ˚pUq X q Ñ DpŠ˚´ppUq X q .
The cap product maps are compatible via the maps DpŠ˚pUÑ DpŠ˚pUq X q Ð DpŠ˚pX, Y. Further cap product is also compatible with the three maps ξ such asS˚pUq Ñ DpŠ˚pUq q; this is shown by an argument as in (4.3).
For the extension by zero map j ! : Γ c pU, S˚q Ñ Γ c pX, S˚q, if t P ΓpX, S˚q and s P Γ c pU, S˚q, one has j ! ps Y j˚tq " pj ! sq Y t. It follows that the cap product Xt is compatible with restriction to U, ΓpX, DpS˚Ñ ΓpU, DpS˚q q. We have shown:
(7.8) Theorem. Diagram (7.7.a) is compatible with cap product. Therefore the isomorphisms in (7.7.b) are compatible with cap product.
